Buy a cheap copy of Snuggle Mountain book by Melissa Iwai. It's morning, and Emma wants pancakes. Snuggle Mountain is a merry, rhyming, recommended picture book about Emma, a young girl who wants pancakes - so she climbs the "shaking, quaking" mountain to a two-headed giant that is fast asleep when it is time to be making breakfast! Sweeping, full-color illustrations by Melissa Iwai brings this adventurous and playful story by Lindsey Lane to life. Snuggle Mountain is now available for iPad and iPhone! To view, click here. Check out the new Snuggle Mountain website here! Clarion 2003. ISBN-10:0618043284. The Horn Book Guide. “Acrylic and pencil illustrations successfully turn the soft quilt into a craggy mountain and swirling blankets into a rushing stream. Muted colors and soft shading give this tribute to one child's imagination a comforting twist.” Kirkus Reviews. Overview: Inside the snuggly cave at the very top of Snuggle Mountain is a two-headed giant who’s fast asleep, caught in the Sleeping Spell that has made it forget all about breakfast. But Emma wants pancakes, and to get them she’ll have to climb the shaking, quaking mountain all the way to the top - and wake the sleeping giant herself! About this App: PicPocket Books brings quality children’s picture book literature to digital media. Snuggle Mountain by Lindsey Lane, 2003, Clarion Books edition, in English. In the morning, Emma climbs Snuggle Mountain, trying to rouse the two-headed Sleeping Giant to make pancakes for breakfast. Read more. Read less.